
Lessons for a Greater Discernment of Spirits 
The Enemy Disguises Himself as an Angel of Light 

 
As we continue our discussions on discernment, let’s take a moment to review.  We 

have described for the most part what occurs in those whose spiritual lives are just beginning.  
Recall that it is fairly easy to distinguish the good spirit from the bad spirit; the good spirit is 
recognized by consolations and the bad spirit through desolations.  At a certain point however, 
the enemy realizes that his plan of attack has been clearly perceived, easily rejected, and 
overcome.  Now the strategy changes and the bad spirit has to implement more subtle and 
hidden strategies to move a more advanced soul away from God’s good and holy plans. 

For these souls, it will be extremely important to pay attention to the beginning, the 
middle, and the end of all thoughts and inspirations since the bad spirit will take on the 
appearance of an “angel of light”. 

According to this rule, “it is proper to the bad angel, who takes on the appearance of an 
angel of light, to enter with the devout soul and to go out with himself; this simple means that 
the bad spirit begins by bringing good and holy thoughts, conformed to such a just soul, and 
afterwards, little by little, he endeavors to go out, bringing the soul to his hidden deceits and 
perverse intentions.”  These words echo St. Paul’s teachings that “even Satan masquerades as 
an angel of light.” (2 Cor 11:14) 

Let’s take a moment to examine what this means for us.  According to Fr. Timothy 
Gallagher, author of Spiritual Consolation: An Ignatian Guide for the Greater Discernment of 
Spirits when the rule states that Satan, “enters with the devout soul and goes out with himself”, 
simply put the bad spirit begins by bringing good and holy thoughts which are completely in 
accord with a soul that has progressed on the spiritual journey.  Then after a time, the bad 
spirit “little by little brings the soul to his hidden deceits and perverse intentions.”  In other 
words, he “goes out with himself”.  Since many souls who have advanced in the spiritual life 
are familiar with the tactics of the enemy, they cannot be so easily tempted during times of 
spiritual desolation.  They have grown aware, they understand, and they take action, so the 
evil spirit disguises his deceits through “good and holy thoughts” which are completely 
conformed to the thoughts of an advanced soul. 

Once this attempt to deceive through “good and holy thoughts” has occurred, there 
then follows a time when the bad spirit attempts to lead the dedicated person “little by little” 
to accept the deceits proposed.  Indeed, unless these souls are discerning, the bad spirit will 
succeed in hiding the spiritual diminishment that follows.  It is a subtle “twisting of the truth” 
which is the hook that leads such devoted souls to be caught. 

Those who are serious about the spiritual journey and growing closer to God, are 
encouraged to find a faithful and knowledgeable spiritual director who can accompany them 
in their journey of discernment, especially as they progress.  We simply cannot be objective 
when we are trying to uncover these subtle obstacles.  It is simply impossible to see clearly 
when you are experiencing these deceits.   

What might this look like in real life?  What might we experience?  Strangely enough, 
someone recently shared their story and it reminded me of how this rule can be applied and 
how easily we can be deceived.  This person has experienced the Lord in a powerful way and 
has felt such a strong desire to return to God what she has received.  She is a very dedicated 



young wife and mother with a rich and fruitful prayer life.  Recently however, she has been 
feeling a desire to serve the Lord in a deeper way in return for all that He has done for her.  She 
works full time as a nurse and has recently volunteered in various ministries within her parish. 
Over time this has taken a toll on her life at home.  Her husband and children have felt 
abandoned and she has noticed that she has become more irritable as her patience has worn 
thin.  Not only this but she is growing resentful of the duties that her vocation as a wife and 
mother require her to fulfill.  These feelings have produced a sense of guilt and shame.  Her 
spirit is in turmoil and her spouse and children feel resentful and unloved.  The solution to this 
dilemma lies in accurately reflecting upon what has occurred, looking at the fruits that are 
manifesting themselves within and around her, and then rejecting the bad spirit’s no longer 
hidden deceits. 

In our own lives too, it is important to be aware of the spiritual movements within our 
hearts, seek to understand the origin of these movements as coming from the good spirit or 
the enemy, and take action accordingly; accepting what is from the good spirit or rejecting 
what is from the bad spirit. 

In the life of this young wife and mother, all she needed was an understanding that 
service and dedication to God can be achieved within her own home and amongst her own 
children.  At this time in her life, she could please God in a supernatural way by making the 
ordinary extraordinary.  Upon realizing and accepting this truth, she experienced a great sense 
of relief, peace, and reassurance.  Here was the Spirit of God confirming her discernment.  She 
could now reject the attempts of the bad spirit’s hidden deceit.  What was it?  It was simply to 
convey to this young wife and mother that she could only please God by turning her back on 
her vocational posture and serving in ministry within her parish.  Serving in ministry is a good 
thing, but for this young wife and mother, it was a good that had been twisted, for it was not 
what God wanted of her.   

As faithful and dedicated souls, we too may experience times when this rule is 
operative.  The bad spirit may attempt to deceive us by taking on the appearance of an “angel 
of light”.  He may exploit our concern for social justice at the expense of charity towards our 
neighbor; particularly the neighbor nearest to us.  We may initially feel as if we are on the right 
track only to be left picking up the pieces of a broken relationship or dealing with the guilt of a 
harsh and judgmental attitude toward someone who may have a different view on a social 
issue or taking care of the poor.  I suspect that, as Franciscans, these hidden deceits will exploit 
our desire to serve and to be in the forefront of promoting justice.  May God give us the grace 
to be aware, to understand, and to embrace the good and reject the bad. 

  
 
 


